Vehicular Safety & Authenticity Checklist

According to the rules set forth by the WWII H.R.S., this checklist is intended to ensure the safety & authenticity of all vehicles participating in a WWII reenactment event.

Event: _______________________________________
Date:     _______________________________________
S&A rep:  _______________________________________
Vehicle owner & unit: ____________________________
Vehicle type:  _____________________________________

1. Tires have minimum tread depth of 2/32” □*
2. Rims are at least close in size and type. □
3. Insurance for vehicle. □*
4. Licensed operator/driver. □*
5. Proper license tag for vehicle
   Does not have to be displayed, only available. □
6. Authenticity
   See 2007 WWII H.R.S. Authenticity Regulations item 18. □*
7. Systems check
   - Brakes & Parking/emergency brake □*
   - Brake lights if originally equipped □*
   - Fuel delivery system safety □
   - Head and taillights functioning
     For night operations only. □*
   - Spare tire available at event. □
   - Secured battery □
   - Sound warning device (Horn, whistle, air horn) □
   - Secured seats □
   - Steering system functioning/tracks adjusted. □*
   - Any other potential hazards to safe operating. □
8. On board functioning fire extinguisher. □*
9. Driver is knowledgeable of the vehicle being driven. □*

*Note: As **required** by the WWII H.R.S. Safety & Authenticity rules and regulations.